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IEEE P802.3.1b/P802.3.2a
Activities during July 2023 plenary

Reviewed and approved baseline drafts for both Task Forces.
Derived from approved standards + any outstanding maintenance requests
Reviewed updates to IEEE Std 802.3.1-2013 MIBs to aligned with IEEE Std 802.3-2022 standard edition (red-lined versions posted in project public area)
Reviewed two contributions to P802.3.2a to add LLDP extensions and MAC Merge
Reviewed the response letter to BBF liaison on YANG ONU management.
Opened Task Force review on both projects (end of review period on August 13, 2023, AOE)
IEEE P802.3.1b/P802.3.2a

Plans

Hold a consensus building call to discuss any planned contributions for the next meeting.
Collect comments and process them ahead of the next meeting.
Resolve the comments at the next meeting, generate new draft version, and decide whether
WG ballot is to be requested on any of the drafts.
Questions?
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